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Matt Strassler’s slides 2006 
Hidden Valley work with Kathryn Zurek
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FIG. 1: The anatomy of a dark sector parton shower. Unstable dark hadrons (green dashed) decay
to Standard Model quarks, q (solid blue). If all the dark hadrons are unstable, then the jet is easily
mistaken for an ordinary QCD jet (left panel). However, some fraction of the dark hadrons, ⌘

d

, can
be collider stable (pink dotted). If both stable and unstable hadrons are produced in a collision,
the end result is a semi-visible jet (middle panel). In this case, the missing energy can be aligned
along the direction of one of the jets. If all the dark hadrons are stable, then only missing energy
is inferred (right panel). The LHC search strategy depends on the invisible fraction of the jet.

illustrates a range of allowed final states that can result, depending on the detailed particle

content and parameter choices of the dark sector. In the left-most diagram, all the hadrons

are unstable and decay to light quarks. The result looks very much like an ordinary QCD

jet, although di↵erences exist at the substructure level. In the right-most diagram, all the

dark hadrons are collider stable1 and do not result in any direct visible signatures—in fact,

these would be nearly indistinguishable from WIMP signatures, as we emphasize below. The

central diagram illustrates what happens when some fraction of the dark hadrons decay to

quarks. The result is a cluster of visible hadronic states that would be constructed as a jet,

albeit an unusual one. Because this jet has dark hadrons interspersed throughout, we refer

to it as a ‘semi-visible’ jet [50]. Figure 1 illustrates the case for hadronic decay modes, but

the same holds for any decay scenario. One can, for example, consider dark hadron decays

to heavy quarks, leptons, or photons.

In the following, we present a search program for strongly interacting dark sectors that

yield semi-visible jets. We will see that semi-visible jets generally lead to a new collider

signal topology where the total momentum of the DM is correlated with the momentum

of the visible states. In Sec. II, we introduce a simplified parametrization that covers the

phase space realized by these theories. Motivated by the standard LHC WIMP searches

(referred to as ‘mono-X’ searches, where X can be a jet(s), a weak gauge boson, etc.), we

focus on several di↵erent production channels. To begin, we remain agnostic about the

new states that connect the dark sector to the Standard Model and rely on an e↵ective

1 The DM candidate proposed here is not necessarily assumed to constitute all of the observed relic density.
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FIG. 3. Fraction of events with at least one (two) muons with a pT greater or equal the pTcut ,

for various benchmarks indicated by dark (light) curves. Production through gluon fusion was

assumed for the Higgs benchmark.

FIG. 4. Truth-level lego plot of an example event for the mS = 750 GeV benchmark. The

distribution of leptons (blue) and other particles (green) are indicated separately as function of the

azimuthal angle and the pseudo-rapidity. This event contains a relatively hard ISR jet recoiling

against the much more di↵use soft bomb.

as missing transverse energy, Emiss
T . This apparent missing energy signature, in combination

with the jet or lepton itself, provides opportunities to pass L1 Emiss
T , lepton or jet-based

triggers, as analyzed in Sec. III C below.

At the high level (software) trigger some forms of tracking information are available,

however full track reconstruction is still not possible for every event. Instead we propose

to directly use the distribution of the hits on the tracker surfaces, rather than tracks, to
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Displaced Di-Jet Emerging Jet

Figure 5: Di↵erence between a displaced dijet signature from the decay of a heavy long-lived
particle and the emerging jet signature.

algorithm within the jet cone. It also requires a muon inside that cone with p
T

> 10 GeV, and

neither of these requirements are generic in emerging jet scenarios. There are also triggers for

long-lived particles decaying in the calorimeters or muon system, but we do not focus on that

region of parameter space here.

ATLAS long lived neutral particle search: ATLAS has also published a search of long

lived neutral particles [67] and one for lepton jets [68]. In our case, we generically have pair

production of a long lived object which then decays to two or four states, so as with the CMS

search, the models considered only has one displaced vertex for each exotic object. Both searches

require the EM fraction, the fraction of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter relative to

the hadronic calorimeter, to be smaller than 0.1.6 This requirement is designed to select objects

decaying in the hadronic calorimeter and thus leaving very little energy in the electromagnetic

one. Because of the emerging nature of the signal considered here, there will be energy in all

segments of the calorimeter and this cut would generally cut out the majority of our signal. It

could be sensitive to regions of parameter space with longer lifetimes, but then there will be

quite a few dark decays in the muon system and it is not clear how they will be reconstructed.

In the region of parameter space we are most interested in, the EM fraction cut will make the

signal e�ciency extremely low for emerging jets.

LHCb displaced dijet search: LHCb has a search [69] which is based on a similar model

as the aforementioned CMS search. They also require reconstruction of a single vertex and

force the majority of particles to pass through (or near to catch b and c hadrons) this vertex.

Therefore, if there are many hard vertices displaced from one another by a few millimeters then

this search will have low e�ciency for the emerging phenomenology considered. Because of the

relatively small geometric acceptance, there will be events where only one dark pion falls into

LHCb, and the analysis could be sensitive in this regime. All the limits described in the analysis,

however, are for dark pion mass above 25 GeV, so it is a somewhat di↵erent regime of the model

than we consider. More details will be given about the LHCb potential in Sec. 5. It should also

be noted that the searches discussed above constrain models with mediators in the 100 GeV

range and with pico barn cross sections, while we are aiming at TeV scale mediators.

6The lepton jet search only requires this for their hadronic category, but the categories that require muons will
also not be sensitive.
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a soft bomb event with ⇠ 100 tracks, showing electrons and

muons in blue and green respectively. The cylinder represents the inner boundary of the ECAL.

An O(1) fraction of the tracks are too soft to reach the ECAL, generating Emiss
T if the bomb itself

is recoiling against other hard particles in the event.

existing level 1 (L1) trigger. (For VBF and VH production of Higgs bombs, associated

hard jets or leptons permit the same.) Moreover, a sizable fraction of the final states –

so called ‘loopers’ – are too soft to reach the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), as

shown schematically in Fig. 1. This means that a soft bomb recoiling against a hard

object can generate sizable Emiss
T , and thereby also pass the (L1) Emiss

T trigger with a

reasonable e�ciency.

ii) At the HLT level, we search for a highly localized population of hits compared to the

more di↵use background from pile-up interactions. To minimize the spreading of the

signal hits, we focus on the innermost layer of the tracker.

iii) In an o↵-line analysis it should be possible to fully reconstruct the event, and enhance

background rejection via requirements on track multiplicities. In addition, it may be

possible to extract extra information from the factorial moments and cumulants of

the multiplicity distributions [49]. Variables based on the track multiplicity are also

promising for more weakly coupled hidden valleys [50].

To explore the e�cacy of this strategy, we simulate soft bomb generation and propagation

inside a simplified model of the ATLAS detector for a number of representative benchmark

points and estimate the signal e�ciencies that can be obtained at both stages of the trigger.

We show that the triggering e�ciencies for bombs of mass several ⇥ 100 GeV could be as

high as ⇠ 10%. Further, the acceptance rate for Higgs bombs triggered in the manner is
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Work so far …

Classifiers: Theory
1. How can we design benchmarks such that we cover the 

range of behaviors in these categories: 

I. Typical width of the jet (cone size) 

II. Number of “emerging jets” (depending on jet definition) 

III. SM composition within the jet: Fraction of the energy of 
the jet carried by some SM particle at a given Lxy (light 
hadrons, heavy hadrons, electrons, muons…) 

IV. Typical number of particles per jet (as a function of Lxy)

Slide from my summary in April Private conversation 
with Nature
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The lay of the theory land 
Di-DarkJet Plane
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Pencil like Spherical

There are more axes!!!
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Classification?
19

Prompt Displaced Detector
Stable

Emerging
Jet X

Semivisible
Jet X X

Semi-displaced
Jet X X

Escaping 
Jet X X

New!

New!
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Emerging Jets: 1502.05409 
Schwaller, Stolarski, Weiler


Semi-Visible Jets: 1503.00009 

Cohen, Lisanti, Lou


Dark Showers: 1707.05326

Cohen, Lisanti, Lou, Mishra-Sharma


… many, many more
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Can be generated with PYTHIA
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Soft Bombs: 1612.00850 
Knapen, Griso,

Papucci, Robinson


Higgsplosion: 1705.00737 
Gainer
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Can be “generated” by hand
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PYTHIA: 
Hidden Valley plug-in

It is reasonable 
 to write the 

LHE file by hand

The lay of the theory land 
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Here be dragons!!!
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The lay of the theory land 
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Running PYTHIA with Hidden Valley
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D. Linthorne

 D. Stolarski
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Model A (Dark Z)

(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=5,mρ=20
(3,8),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=5,mρ=20
(8,8),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=5,mρ=20
(50,8),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=5,mρ=20
(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=10,mρ=40
(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=10,mπ=2.5,mρ=10
(3,2),Λ=20,mQ=20,mπ=10,mρ=40
(3,2),Λ=40,mQ=40,mπ=20,mρ=80

(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=40,mπ=5,mρ=20
(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=20,mπ=5,mρ=20
(3,2),Λ=10,mQ=80,mπ=5,mρ=20

JS*Not Real, there is an internal cap on both Nc & Nf

*



Running PYTHIA with Hidden Valley

• PYTHIA uses a dipole 
shower: it requires a hierarchy 
in radiation angles: the aren’t 
many splittings with similar 
angles: prongy (non-spherical) 
results


• Using an Antenna shower 
may ameliorate this issue


• We probably still need the 
fixed order calculation and 
matching.
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VINCIAVINCIA
VIRTUAL NUMERICAL COLLIDER WITH INTERLEAVED ANTENNAE

Gustafson, PLB175(1986)453; Lönnblad (ARIADNE), CPC71(1992)15.
Azimov, Dokshitzer, Khoze, Troyan, PLB165B(1985)147 
Kosower PRD57(1998)5410; Campbell,Cullen,Glover EPJC9(1999)245► Based on Dipole-Antennae

• Shower off color connected pairs of partons Dipoles a• Shower off color-connected pairs of partons
• Plug-in to PYTHIA 8.1 (C++)

► So far: 

p
(=Antennae, not CS)
– a dual 
description of 
QCD

a

Giele, Kosower, PS : hep-ph/0707.3652 + Les Houches 2007

• Time-like QCD cascades (with massless quarks)

• 2 different shower evolution variables:
T d i

Q

r

• pT-ordering (= ARIADNE ~ PYTHIA 8)

• Dipole-mass-ordering (~ Thrust ≠ PYTHIA 6, SHERPA)

• For each: an infinite family of antenna  functions  
• Laurent series in branching invariants with arbitrary finite terms 

• Shower cutoff contour: independent of evolution variable 
Æ IR factorization “universal”

b

• Several different choices for αs (evolution scale, pT, mother antenna mass, 2-loop, …)

• Phase space mappings: 2 different choices implemented 

Peter Skands Time-Like Showers and Matching with Antennae - 3

• Antenna-like (ARIADNE angle) or Parton-shower-like: Emitter + longitudinal Recoiler

taken from P. Skands



How to deal with this theory 
blind spot?

a. Utter rubbish but quick: write an LHE file by hand: rescale SUEP into a 
cone. We can do this today.


b. Longer-time scale: Abandon the SU(N) scheme, use a model for dark 
shower with more control. C. Cesarotti and M. Reece.


c. Longer-time scale: Use a different showering method: VINCIA (uses a 
antenna shower), M. Freytsis is working on this. Still not clear if we can 
implement close to the conformal window (comments?).


d. Longer-time scale: HEJ (by J. Andersen) is software that can probe the 
high sphericity events for QCD. Maybe we work together to make 
predictions for our wide dark showers.


e. Super-long-time scale: Work with showering and hadronization community.
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Further Questions
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Classifiers: Theory
1. How can we design benchmarks such that we cover the 

range of behaviors in these categories: 

I. Typical width of the jet (cone size) 

II. Number of “emerging jets” (depending on jet definition) 

III. SM composition within the jet: Fraction of the energy of 
the jet carried by some SM particle at a given Lxy (light 
hadrons, heavy hadrons, electrons, muons…) 

IV. Typical number of particles per jet (as a function of Lxy)



Further Questions
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Tasks for the 
experimentalists

• Secondary vertex efficiency in ATLAS and CMS 

• How Jet cleaning cuts (or a MET cut, if we were to 
do one) affect emerging jet efficiencies cuts  

• Get SUEP lhe files from Simon Knapen, et al., and 
simulate, estimate efficiencies 

• Investigate dedicated triggers (ATLAS: FTK, 
photon-jets, inner tracker hit multiplicity, etc.)



Conclusions
• We have found several paths around the biggest theory 

obstacle: we are implementing them.


• We still have a lot of work to do: Secret strategy to 
piggyback on the other groups?


• This is a pretty untouched topic (a whole new region to think 
about): 


a. If you can do something with R=0.4,0.5 jets, can you do 
it with R=1.0,1.5 jets? 


b. How about pile-up sensitivity?


• We are fun and looking for more people.
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